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ABSTRACT
Complaints of depression and anxiety are very
common among adult patients seeking treatment
in primary care settings, and primary care providers prescribe the majority of medications for
these conditions. Psychiatrists are often asked to
evaluate and manage patients with major depression or anxiety disorders who have not
improved after treatment in primary care.
We highlight ten frequently overlooked aspects
of the care of patients who present with depression and anxiety in primary care. Chief
among these aspects is the consideration of a
thorough differential diagnosis, particularly bipolar disorder, psychotic disorders, dementia
and substance abuse, each of which requires
specific treatment approaches. Additional conComplaints of anxiety or depressed mood, both as
presenting symptoms or as notable items on review
of symptoms, are common among primary care
patients. Mood and anxiety disorders are commonly
comorbid with chronic conditions such as heart
disease and diabetes, and their presence complicates
treatment and worsens long-term outcomes.1,2 Moreover, patients with untreated or undertreated mental
health disorders are high users of medical services,
often presenting with physical complaints that cannot be linked to a specific medical disorder.3 As such,
primary care providers prescribe the majority of
medications for the management of depression
and anxiety.4 Unfortunately, treating mental health
disorders in the primary care setting can be very

siderations include avoidance of medications or
doses that may aggravate anxiety symptoms and
regular follow-ups to assess symptomatic and
functional improvement. Finally, it is important
to actively manage the treatment through dose
escalation, switching medications or employing
additional treatment components until remission is achieved.
Judicious use of benzodiazepine clonazepam
and appropriate referrals to psychotherapy can
contribute to optimal treatment outcomes.

Keywords: antidepressive agents, anxiety disorders, depressive disorder, medical errors, primary healthcare
challenging.5 Under the usual time constraints,
it is not feasible to cover all salient aspects of the
patient’s symptoms, prior episodes, treatments, current social and family function, and pertinent medical considerations. Although primary care clinicians
do their best given time pressures and the range
of conditions that warrant attention in any given
healthcare encounter, it is possible that the evaluation and management of mental health disorders
can fall short of the clinical ideal.
This article aims to elucidate ten of the most
common missteps that, from a psychiatrist’s perspective, occur in the diagnosis and treatment of
patients with mood and anxiety disorders in primary care. We provide evidence-based and clinically
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informed recommendations to enhance the care of
patients experiencing depressed or anxious mood
states (Table 1). We start from the basics; as with all
of medicine, effective treatment begins with making
an accurate diagnosis. A patient’s complaint of
‘I’m depressed’ or ‘I’m anxious’ is simply where the
assessment commences – additional information is
always required for good care.6 Once the diagnosis
(or diagnoses – see below) are clarified, key aspects to
the initiation and monitoring of treatment need to
be implemented to optimise outcomes and prevent
iatrogenic harm.

Consider a broad psychiatric
differential diagnosis when
assessing a patient with
depressed or anxious mood
Major depressive disorder, panic disorder and generalised anxiety disorder are all commonly diagnosed
in primary care, but other psychiatric disorders have
similar presentations and require specific treatment
considerations. Table 2 offers sample screening
questions for these illnesses.

Bipolar disorder
Patients with bipolar disorder often seek care when
in a depressed or anxious mood state. Antidepressant medications can precipitate mania or rapid
cycling of mood states in these patients.7 Patients
who endorse symptoms of prior manic or hypomanic episodes should be referred to a psychiatrist.
If elevated mood episodes are present in the absence
of an alternative etiology (e.g. induced by illicit drug
use or medical illness), bipolar disorder should be
diagnosed and treatment with a mood stabiliser
initiated; antidepressant medications should generally be avoided in these patients.

Post-traumatic stress disorder
Patients with post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD)
often present with insomnia, anhedonia, poor concentration, irritability and isolation. Because PTSD
may arise after events that people experience as
highly shameful, patients may not spontaneously
disclose prior traumatic experiences. It is therefore
helpful to use direct inquiries as indicated in Table 2.
Details of the event beyond those necessary for
diagnosis are best addressed in a mental health
setting. The best established treatment for PTSD is
an exposure-based psychotherapy.8

Table 1 Key clinical recommendations
Recommendation

References

Consider a broad psychiatric diagnosis when assessing a patient with depressed or

12, 39

anxious mood, as misdiagnosis is frequent and negatively affects outcomes
Make specific and appropriate referrals to specific forms of psychotherapy, such as IPT,

40, 41

CBT and PST
Providing key educational messages at the beginning of treatment can enhance treatment

14, 42

adherence, particularly with regard to antidepressant medication use
Early monitoring for adherence, treatment response and side effects can improve

18, 42, 43

adherence and outcomes
Treat depression until remission in order to decrease relapse rate

20, 44, 45

Change treatment after 6 weeks if there is no or very minimal response to initial

22, 46

medication
Evaluate every anxious or depressed patient for alcohol or drug abuse

29, 47

Key recommendations and supporting references for ways to improve clinical outcomes for patients with
depression and anxiety disorders.
CBT = Cognitive Behavioral Therapy, IPT = Interpersonal Therapy, PST = Problem-solving Therapy.
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Table 2 Sample screening questions for use in evaluating patients presenting with symptoms of
anxiety or depression
Disorder

Sample Questions

Bipolar Disorder

Have you had a period of several days in a row in which you felt so happy or energetic
that friends or family said you were acting hyper, talking too fast, or that you didn’t seem
to be your usual self?
Have you had a period of a several days in a row where you felt you needed much less
sleep than you usually do?

PTSD

Have you ever experienced an extremely frightening event in which you were abused,
seriously hurt or nearly killed?
Have you ever seen or heard of anything like that happening to someone you are close to?
Do you have upsetting memories or dreams, or become upset when you encounter
reminders of this event?

OCD

Do your everyday activities take a long time to complete? Why is that?
Do you check things repeatedly, or need to wash your hands or clean things several times
to put your mind at ease?
Do you have to do things a certain number of times, or just the right way, in order to feel
OK?

Psychotic disorders

Do you ever hear the voice of someone talking, but when you look there is nobody there?
Have you ever felt that you were being watched or that there was a plot to harm you?

Obsessive-compulsive disorder
Patients with obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD)
often present with depression or anxiety. Obsessions and compulsions are unique in that
patients nearly always have the perception that their
ideas or behaviours are irrational; consequently they
are often unwilling to volunteer information about
these behaviours because of shame or embarrassment, making the diagnosis easy to miss. Treatment
of OCD is highly challenging, as high doses of antidepressants for sustained periods of three to four
months are necessary to determine efficacy.9

Psychotic disorders
It is not at all uncommon for psychotic patients to
present with anxious or depressed mood, but hallucinations or delusions may not be elicited unless
specifically asked about. Additionally, severely depressed patients may also develop nihilistic or derogatory delusions or hallucinations. Patients with
psychotic symptoms should be referred to psychiatric specialty care whenever possible.

Bereavement, adjustment disorders,
and minor depression
Bereavement and adjustment disorders are mood
states that onset shortly after a negative life event.
Minor depression is diagnosed when clinically important depressive symptoms emerge in the absence
of a stressful life event, but the diagnostic and
statistical manual (DSM) criteria for a major depressive episode are not met. All these conditions should
initially be treated with psychotherapy (e.g. supportive behaviour therapy, cognitive behavioural therapy, group therapy) with medication reserved for
specific symptoms (e.g. a sedative for short-term
treatment of marked insomnia) or for patients who
develop severe symptoms (e.g. suicidal ideation).10,11

Dementia
An early sign of several dementing disorders can be
reduced emotion regulation. This deficit may take
the form of impulsivity, irritability, depression or
anxiety. Therefore, elderly patients presenting with
mood symptoms should undergo a medical evaluation for primary cognitive disorders.
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Make specific and appropriate
referrals to psychotherapy

Monitor adherence closely
during the first month

Just as there are specific medications, there are
specific forms of psychotherapy. Patients with
anxiety disorders in particular, benefit from cognitive
behavioural therapy (CBT), in which they undergo
exposure to their fears and gain mastery over them.
There are several forms of effective psychotherapy
for depression, including CBT and interpersonal
therapy.1 Non-specific ‘supportive’ therapy can help
people in times of crisis or stress but is typically not
efficacious for serious mental health disorders.12
Family therapy or behavioural marital therapy can
be effective when dysfunction in families or couples
is a primary driver of the patient’s depressive symptoms.13 Providers should be aware of local therapists
who practice evidence-based forms of treatment.

Roughly half of all patients prescribed an antidepressant medication discontinue it within 30
days of initiation,16 and at least one-third who start
an antidepressant medication have low adherence.17
A phone call to the patient one to two weeks after
starting medication to inquire how they are doing
can identify side effects, help correct any misunderstanding about the drug and increase medication
adherence.18 This contact is especially important in
patients under the age of 25 as all antidepressants
carry a black box warning about suicide risk for this
age.15

Be sure to frame expectations
appropriately when initiating an
antidepressant medication
Appropriate education for patients starting medication should include:
1 potential side effects
2 expected time frame for observing improvement
(up to six weeks; twelve weeks for OCD)
3 the necessity of consistent daily dosing
4 the minimum duration of treatment (at least six
months after remission).11
This instruction is crucial because non-adherence
often occurs if the patient has unrealistic expectations and does not experience immediate relief,
has uncomfortable initial (but usually temporary)
side effects, or has resolution of symptoms early on
and feels medication is no longer needed. A focused,
brief education about these topics can enhance
adherence and improve outcomes.14
For patients who experience agitation or increased
anxiety upon starting an antidepressant, options
include reducing the dose by half, adding a low
dose benzodiazepine during the initial adjustment
period or switching the patient to an alternative
treatment. Any patients who report this kind of
activation side effect should have a safety assessment as their risk for suicidal ideation is increased.15

Use caution in selecting the
initial antidepressant dose for
anxious patients
The usual starting doses for selective serotonin
reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) and serotonin norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors (SNRIs) were established
primarily through studies of patients with major
depression and may be too high for patients with
significant levels of anxiety. Anxious patients may
have increased anxiety, agitation or even panic attacks
with standard starting doses. Starting at half the
usual dose for four to six days before increasing to
the typical starting dose can greatly improve tolerability and adherence.19

Do not be content with ‘good
enough’
Remission is defined as the near-complete absence
of symptoms of the disorder and return to the
patient’s premorbid level of functioning. Achieving
remission provides the best protection against future relapses20 and requires regular re-evaluation
and modification of therapy if indicated. In patients
with only a partial response at six weeks of treatment, psychiatrists nearly always raise the dose of
the antidepressant. Patients whose improvement
plateaus at less than full recovery should continue
to have their dose raised at three- or four-week
intervals, unless tolerability concerns are present.
Raising the dose can also be effective for patients
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who previously demonstrated good response but
now report some loss of benefit.21 If an increase in
dosage produces no additional benefit, it is usually
best to augment the antidepressant with a second
medication or psychotherapy. As a general rule, for
partially responsive patients, an increase in dosage
should be considered before augmenting with another
medication.

Minimal improvement at six
weeks requires a change in
treatment
Except for PTSD and OCD (which should have eight
and twelve week SSRI/SNRI treatment trials, respectively, before concluding efficacy), patients whose
illness shows little improvement in depression or
anxiety despite six weeks at a maximum-tolerated
dose should be switched to an alternative medication or psychotherapy.22 Failure of one SSRI does
not preclude trial with a second SSRI, but two SSRI
treatment failures should definitely lead to a medication switch with a different mechanism of
action. 23

Do not use bupropion as a firstline treatment for patients who
have significant anxiety
Bupropion has features that both patients and doctors like – specifically, low rates of weight gain and
sexual dysfunction. However, unlike the SSRIs and
SNRIs, bupropion is not approved for the treatment
of any anxiety disorder. It is often activating, which
causes great discomfort for anxious patients.24
Bupropion may be a reasonable choice for depressed
patients without prominent anxiety, but for highly
anxious patients it should usually be reserved as an
augmentation agent after partial improvement with
an SSRI or SNRI.

Do not use alprazolam for
generalised anxiety
Both patients and doctors appreciate the rapid relief
that benzodiazepines provide from psychiatric symp-
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toms. For most patients, however, the initial medication for anxiety should be an SSRI. Patients who
continue to experience anxiety despite a maximumtolerable dose of SSRI may benefit from augmentation
with a benzodiazepine.25 Of the benzodiazepines,
alprazolam is particularly problematic due to its very
short half-life and rapid onset of action, which makes
its use highly reinforcing. Moreover, alprazolam can
induce recurrent bouts of rebound anxiety that may
intensify the anxiety experience, thus heightening
the risk for increased frequency of use and potential
dependence.26 If it is determined that a benzodiazepine would be beneficial, long-acting agents
such as clonazepam are strongly preferred.25,27
Alprazolam is best reserved for patients who experience intense anxiety or panic attacks in infrequent,
predictable situations, such as exposure to specific
phobias (e.g. flying, claustrophobia). Benzodiazepines
should generally be avoided in patients with a history of alcohol or drug abuse.28

Evaluate every anxious or
depressed patient for alcohol
or drug abuse
High anxiety or depressive emotional states are very
distressing, leading some patients to self-medicate
with alcohol or other substances before seeking help
from a medical provider. Prescription medication
treatment in such patients is unlikely to be effective
without co-treatment of the substance-abuse problem.29 Referral to specialty care is recommended.
Quick screening tools for hazardous substance use
are the Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test 30
and the Drug Abuse Screening Test.31

Conclusion
Treating psychiatric conditions in the primary care
setting is indeed a great and growing challenge. In
the US, most patients receive at least some of their
mental health treatment in a primary care setting,
with roughly a third of all treated patients with a
mental disorder receiving care solely through primary
care.32 Inadequacies of treatment for depression and
anxiety disorders provided through primary care settings have been demonstrated across nations.33,34
Many barriers impede the provision of adequate
mental health treatment in primary care settings,
including limitations on time, insurance restrictions,
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patient-related factors and inability to obtain specialist consultation.35
These forces are placing an increasing responsibility on the primary care clinician to manage depressed or anxious patients who in the past may
have been referred directly to psychiatric specialty
care.
To assist clinicians and control treatment costs,
stepped-care models36 and specific treatment guidelines10,37 have been developed for primary care
management of psychiatric disorders. These tools
provide support for decision-making by primary
care clinicians but may neglect details of assessment
and treatment that influence outcomes for mentally
ill patients. Although psychiatric consultation can
improve outcomes, the medical practice system or
patient-related factors may limit the use of this
intervention.38 The recommendations provided in
this paper reflect common revisions made by psychiatrists to the care of depressed and anxious
patients treated in primary care, and are offered
with the aim of improving treatment satisfaction
for both the patient and clinician.
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